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Corneal epithelium has a highly specialised wound-healing response. The biological
aspects of this repair process are reviewed, and methods of modelling it mathematically are
described. A model which focuses on the source of epidermal growth factor (EGF) within
a healing wound is described. By considering mathematical representations of a number
of possible source terms, it is shown that the EGF present in the tear film is insufficient
to explain the observed rate of healing, and experimental approaches are suggested for
distinguishing between other sources. Also, the simulation of exogenous addition of EGF
using the model is described. An issue that has been the subject of considerable debate in
the literature is the role of eyeball curvature. The model is used to show that this curvature
is not significant for either the speed or form of healing in the epithelium. In conclusion,
a comparison is made between wound healing in the corneal epithelium with that in the
epidermis of the skin. Possible directions for future modelling work are considered.
Kewords: Biomathematical modelling, Corneal epithelium

opportunities for mathematical modelling to play a
key role in research development.
Here we will consider a specific aspect of corneal
repair, namely epithelial corneal wound healing
(ECWH). We explicitly discount the pathological
possibility of vascular ingrowth (angiogenesis) and
only make the briefest mention of conjunctival
in growth onto the cornea. There is a similar
neglect of the role of innervation, the immunological system and many other biological phenomena. We thus, simplistically, consider a system of
epithelial cells (in various states of differentiation), and a basement lamina consisting of a variety of extracellular matrix (ECM) components. The

INTRODUCTION
Compldx mechanisms of wound healing have developed in mammals and other higher organisms over
the coqrse of evolution. The wound healing of the
cornea is unique amongst such mechanisms, because
of the dverwhelming need to maintain visual acuity.
This repires that non-pathological corneal wound
healing cannot, for example, entail vascular invasion
of the Wound. Hence, corneal wound healing is both
relatively simple and of key medical importance,
and this is reflected by a vast literature on the
subject, much of which has recently been quantitative. t h e emergence of such data provides many
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tissue dynamics are controlled by numerous types
of cell-cell and cell-substrate interactions. These
interactions. together with the cell proliferation and
differentiation rates and ECM component synthesis
rates, are critically dependent on dozens of different
growth factors. These growth factors, often referred
to as cytokines. originate from numerous possible
sources including cell excretions. tear fluid, and in a
wounded cornea, cell debris and possibly exogenous
application.
Specific aspects of such a simplified system can
provide an initial framework, based upon recent
advances in the modelling of cellular populations,
capable of encapturing, interpreting and summarising much of the recent quantitative experimental
data. It should also be able to contribute to the
understanding of how cellular level activities of the
epithelial cornea affect its macroscopic behaviour
and highlight areas requiring further investigation.
A moderately detailed account is given of the
corneal epithelium and its wound healing response.
We proceed to identify some key questions concerning ECWH which are can be addressed using
tractable mathematical models. Then we expand on
the discussion of growth factors, especially with
respect to the controversial question of their source.
Previous modelling work which addressed this is
summarised, and the possibility of auto-inductive
growth factor production is also discussed. We discuss the importance, or lack thereof, of eyeball
curvature for ECWH modelling and corneal wound
healing modelling in general. Finally, a comparison is made between the epithelial corneal woundhealing response and other wound-healing scenarios
which have been modelled mathematically, such as
repair in adult and embryonic epidermis.

ECWH IN DETAIL
There are many excellent reviews of the biology
of the cornea. One particularly recommended selfcontained review, assuming minimal background, is
contained in the book by Forrester et ul. [14]. More
specialised and detailed reviews can be found in the
references [Is, 18,291.

The Healthy Corneal Epithelium
The tear film
The surface of the cornea is coated with a tear film,
which acts as a protective cover. It also supplies
nutrients to the corneal epithelial cell layer which
it overlies and is known to contain growth factors
including epidermal growth factor (EGF). which
will be discussed in detail below.

The corneal epithelium and limbus
The corneal epithelium is a transparent stratified
layer, approximately six cells thick [14], of interlinked cells, acting as a protective cover for the
surface of the eye. The upper layer of these cells
are the squamous epithelial cornea (EC) cells which
are terminally differentiated, and continually shed
into the tear film. to be renewed from below. To
replace these cells, there is continual cell proliferation even in the unwounded cornea. Beneath
the squamous layer, are the post-mitotic epithelial wing cells, named after their shape. Below
these is the basal layer of epithelial cells, which
are capable of proliferation. This cell layer is
attached to a basement lamina whose major constituents are, in the unwounded cornea, fine collagen
fibres (20-30 nm diameter, mainly type IV collagen [29]), laminin and proteoglycans. Fibronectin
only appears in significant quantities in the basement lamina of a wounded cornea [29], as detailed
below.
In the unwounded cornea, the cell-cell interactions occur via cadherin based cell adhesions and
desmosome type cell junctions[l6,45]. These references also give details of hemidesmosomes, which
govern the adhesion of the basal layer of epithelial cells to the underlying basement lamina in the
unwounded cornea.
The transitional area between the transparent tissue of the cornea and the opaque tissue of the
conjunctiva and sclera surrounding the cornea is
referred to as the limbus. The limbus, as discussed
below, plays a crucial role in epithelial biology.
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migration, proliferation and differentiation
The ohgin of the epithelial cells, together with their
differe~tiation,migration, and proliferation has been
the suQject of extensive study. Regarding the origin
of the epithelial cells, the status quo is summarised
in the The Limbal Stem Cell Hypothesis [22]. This
states that, located in the basement layer of the limbus sqrrounding the corneal epithelium, there are
epithejial stem cells (described below), responsible foa the self-renewing properties of the corneal
epithelium.
Ste* cells have unique properties [42]. They are
(relati\l-ely) undifferentiated, have long cell cycle
times and low mitotic rates. However, they are
long-liked with an almost unlimited potential for
(virtudly) error-free clonogenic division. They are
also capable of producing, via two distinct mechanisms /[42], transient amplifying cells. The first of
the two mechanisms is asymmetric cell division,
produding two daughter cells, one of which is a
stem ckll and the other a transient amplifying cell.
The seicond mechanism results in the stem cell differentibting to form a transient amplifying cell. The
details of these mechanisms are unclear [42]. The
transieDt amplifying cells are short lived, but with
high ditotic rates and are responsible for virtually
all of the cell proliferation in the cornea and limbus.
The resulting differentiation, proliferation and
migration of these basement layer transient amplifying cells has been studied [42,20,16].There is strong
eviden~ethat these cells migrate radially inwards
and uphvards away from the limbal basement region.
An individual transient amplifying cell will migrate
along (he basement layer for a given distance before
proliferating, whereupon one daughter cell is displacedinto the wing cell layer and the daughter cell
takes the mother cell's place on the basement lamina [16] A basal cell displaced from the basement
lamina will differentiate to the post-mitotic wing
cell form. This displaced and subsequently differentiated cell may move further inward, before being
displaqed into the squamous layer, whereupon it terminall differentiates into the squamous cell form.
From ere, it may again migrate inwards. before
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being shed into the tear film. The radial component of the above migration must be inhibited near
the centre of the cornea, possibly by contact guidance mechanisms. It takes approximately 5-7 days
between displacement from the basement lamina and
shedding into the tear film for a typical cell [16].
The nature of this migration, which is subject
to standard conservation laws, is described in the
biological literature as the XYZ hypothesis [41].
This hypothesis has motivated simple models of
epithelial cell maintenance [34].

The Epithelial Corneal Wound
Healing Response
ECWH is a complicated multi-phase process [29].
For simplicity. we concentrate mainly on the scenario in which the basement lamina has remained
intact, but there has been removal of epithelial
cornea. This results in a pre-migratory phase. during
which time the exposure of the basement lamina to
tear fluid and cell debris results in the expression of
fibronectin in the denuded wound bed. Simultaneously, the surrounding basal cells disassemble their
cell-substrate contacts and increase their expression
of fibronectin receptors (a type of integrin [29,45])
in preparation for migrating across the wound bed.
Rearrangement of the cell-cell adhesions and junctions must also occur, although some desmosomes
remain intact. The detailed changes in cell-cell
interactions when a cornea is wounded are not fully
understood [I 61.
In the migratory phase. a monolayer of basement epithelial cells spreads across the wound bed,
undergoing a cycle of forming and breaking focal
contacts with the fibronectin expressed in the wound
bed [ 16.451. Fibronectin mediated haptotaxis occurs
it? Lxitro [23] and may play an important role irz
vivo as well. Following behind, and on top of,
this migrating monolayer is a proliferation driven
multi-layer 'landslide' of migrating and undifferentiated epithelial cells. In practice, a significant
proportion of the wound bed is initially covered by
only the migrating monolayer [12]. Subsequently,
the lagging multilayer proceeds to move over this
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initial basal monolayer. thus filling the epithelial
defect.
The final phase consists of differentiation of the
cells covering the wound bed. so that the epithelial
cornea regains its unwounded stratified structure. It
also consists of the reformation of hemidesmosomes
adhering the basal cells to the basement lamina.

Further Aspects of ECWH
Growth factors, a genetic term describing a ubiquitous class of chemicals regulating cell growth and
proliferation, play an important role in the above
framework. In the unwounded cornea, they regulate the balance between cell loss and proliferation.
In the wounded cornea they control the response
to wounding, via exocrine. autocrine and paracrine
pathways.
Epidermal growth factor (EGF), for example,
is a powerful stimulator of epithelial cell
proliferation [44]. There is also strong evidence
that it increases the expression of fibronectin
receptors [23] in epithelial cells that stimulates in
vitro [3] and in vivo [29] migration of epithelial
cells. This migratory stimulus is down regulated,
being suppressed at sufficiently high concentrations
of EGF. There have been many reports on the
efficiency of EGF in the treatment of clinical
disorders [29]. together with evidence that it does
not induce serious complications such as corneal
vascularisation [32]. Many other growth factors
have also be implicated in repair of the corneal
epithelium (see [15] for a summary), and, in
particular. transforming growth factor-/3 plays an
important role in regulating the effects of EGF.
Despite a worldwide program of experimental
research, there remains considerable uncertainty in
the literature regarding the details of the qualitative and quantitative effects of the growth factors on
epithelial cells. For example, there is conflicting evidence on the chemotactic and chemokinetic effects
of EGF on epithelial cell movement [15,17,23]. It
is also unclear whether gradients of growth factors, which are crucial for a chemotactic response.
can be generated within a corneal wound. Another

important controversy concerns the source of growth
factors in an epithelial corneal wound. This has been
addressed in our previous modelling work [7,8],
which is discussed in detail below.
Finally on the subject of chemical stimuli, there
is evidence that the addition of fibronectin and
hyaluronic acid stimulate migration synergistically
it? vi~to, as deduced by Nakamura et a1. [28].
This might be expected as Nakamura's previous
work [27]. based on in vitm cultures, had indicated
that fibronectin has a binding site for hyaluronic
acid and that the binding between hyaluronic acid
and fibronectin facilitated the latter's attachment,
via focal contacts, to epithelial cells. In turn,
provided there is sufficient protease activity to
enable these focal contacts to be disassembled as
required throughout the path of the migrating cells,
this could increase migration rates. The general issue
of synergism in growth factor activity in the cornea
is discussed by Schultz et al. [33].
ECWH has an important role to play in the initial healing of radial keratectomy wounds. These are
incisions relatively deep into the cornea. whose aim
is to change the refractive properties of the cornea.
Here the epithelium migrates into the keratectomy
wound and the subsequent mass landslide forms an
epithelial plug. The fact that basement lamina is
pierced leads to a more extensive interaction of the
basement layer with the underlying corneal layers
(the stron~a),resulting [I81 in an increased expression of epithelial components, such as fibronectin.
Thus post-keratectomy ECWH offers a key alternative application of mathematical modelling of the
cornea. and will also be discussed in more detail
below.
Another important potential application of
mathematical modelling is to limbal grafting. a
process whereby a proportion of the limbus from
a donor cornea is grafted onto a recipient cornea.
This is performed in response to some limbal failure
in the recipient cornea in an attempt to maintain
and/or restore recipient corneal integrity. The donor
cornea may sometimes. in unilateral disorders,
be the patient's asymptomatic, apposing cornea.
Heterogeneity is an integral part of the ECWH of
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both th donor and the recipient cornea after grafting
and w uld be a key feature in any model attempting
to inv stigate the ECWH associated with limbal
grafting.
Findly in this section, we mention speculation in
a recerlt paper [lo] on the possible role of small ocular eledtromagnetic fields on the in vivo behaviour of
epithellal cells. The authors of this paper noted a spiral patqern upon numerous patients' corneas with 1%
Sodiu* fluorescein. The pattern was independent of
the prdcise nature of the patients' corneal disorders
and thqs was speculated to be the result of proliferatory add migratory properties of the corneal cells. It
was fueher speculated that small ocular electromagnetic flelds could be responsible for the pattern and
that th$se fields might perturb the migration paths of
epithellal cells across the corneal. The exact mechanism for the spiral stain pattern remains unclear.

GROWTH FACTORS IN EPITHELIAL

REPAIR
As described above, it is generally accepted
that epithelial corneal wound healing is strongly
controlled by EGF, but many details of this
regulation remain unclear. In this section, we discuss
matheqhatical modelling which addresses two of
these getails: the relative contributions of EGF to
cell migration and mitosis, and the dominant source
. presentation reviews and extends the
of E G ~ Our
work @fDale et al. [7,8].
Our model consists of conservation equations
for cqll density, n (x, t), and extracellular EGF
conceqtration, c(x, t ) . A more realistic model
would be much more complex, including variables
representing extracellular matrix elements and
their possible haptotactic effects [29,23], and
transfclrming growth factor-p, which regulates the
EGF response of corneal epithelial cells [ 151.
However, we deliberately neglect these factors,
in order to concentrate on the details of the
producjtion of, and cellular response to, EGF. With
e motivation, we also neglect the threedimen
the
ional structure of the epithelium and its
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underlying basal lamina, representing the epithelium
as a two-dimensional sheet. This can be justified
on the basis that typical wound diameters (several
millimeters) are very much larger than the thickness
of the epithelium (about 60 ym). However, the
three-dimensional structure may play a role in the
repair process, and this is another aspect that would
be important to include in an improved model.
Our model equations have the following qualitative form:
Rate of change of cell density
= Cell movement

+ Cell division - Cell loss

Rate of change of EGF concentration
= EGF diffusion

+ Production

- Removal and decay

Since our main interest is in the production of EGF
and its effects on cell migration and division, we
use very simple, generic representations of the other
terms in the model. Specifically, we assume a linear
rate of natural cell loss, -kn; the constant k is quite
large because the flow of the tear film across the
epithelial surface ensures a rapid natural turnover
of cells. In comparison, the loss of epidermal cells
from the skin surface is much slower [30]. For
chemical diffusion, we simply take the standard
Fickian form D,v2c. Chemical decay occurs via two
mechanisms: natural decay, with a half-life of about
an hour [4], and cell-induced decay via binding and
bound receptor internalisation at the cell surface.
Standard arguments [7] show that an appropriate
term for the latter decay rate is yncl(2 c), where
y and 2 are positive constants related to the binding
kinetics of EGF to its cell surface receptor.
The terms representing cell migration and division require more detailed discussion. Both of these
processes are upregulated by EGF, which stimulates
DNA synthesis [2] and fibronectin adhesion [29].
We assume that both processes can be increased by
about an order of magnitude by EGF stimulation,
and we represent cell movement as V . [D, (c)Vn],
and cell division as s(c)n(v - n/no). Here D,,(.)
and s(.) are increasing functions, and v and no are
positive constants; no denotes the unwounded cell
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density. To be specific, we model cell migration by
linear diffusion, with the diffusion coefficient dependent on EGF concentration, and we use a logistic
term to represent cell division, in which the growth
rate increases with the local EGF concentration.
There is no general agreement on the source of
EGF in the wound environment. Tear fluid contains
a known level of EGF (about 4 ng ml-' [31]). and
cells within the wound will certainly be exposed to
this growth factor. The basic controversy is whether
this accounts for all the EGF present in the wound, or
whether there is an additional growth factor release
in response to wounding, either from the underlying
stroma or by epithelial cells, in an autocrine manner. EGF release by the stroma is suggested by standard patterns of in vitro healing when an underlying
growth factor source is simulated experimentally and
autocrine production of EGF by corneal epithelial
cells has been demonstrated in vivo [17]. To consider these various possibilities, we use three different
forms for the production rate a ( n ) of GF:
o(n) = A", a constant. This represents EGF
production by the tear film only, with no additional sources.
a ( n ) = A.
B(n), where B ( . ) is a decreasing function, equal to zero at the unwounded
level of cell denuity. This represents EGF
release by underlying stroma, which we assume
to decrease to zero as the epithelial sheet
approaches confluency. To be specific, we use
the piecewise linear form

+

if n < 0.2
if 0.2 < n < 0.4
Bo(2 - 511)
f n > 0.4
where CJ iu a positive constant.
rlG(n), where G(.) is the rate
o ( n ) = A.
of autocrine production of EGF per cell, which
we assume to decrease with cell density due
to feedback effects. To be specific, we use the
functional form
B(n) =

+

where Go and G I are positive constants.
The particular forms used for B(.) and G(.) are
not significant: the key difference is that G ( n ) is

multiplied by n in the production term, so that there
is no production in the absence of epithelial cells.
Thus the overall mathematical model is

The appropriate parameter values have been mentioned briefly above, and are discussed in more
detail elsewhere [7]. An important aspect of the
corneal epithelial system is the relative abundance
of quantitative data from in vitro and in ~'ivoexperiments, which enables parameters to be accurately
estimated.
In Figure 1, we show simulations of the healing
of a circular wound, 6 mm in diameter, using each
of the three possible production terms. We plot the
evolution of the cell density and chemical concentration for the 37 hours after wounding; this is the
healing time that is observed for such a wound in
vivo in the rabbit. which is the best studied exDerimental model [6]. Details of boundary and initial
conditions are given in the figure legend.
The key result of simulations such as those illustrated in Figure 1 is that the known level of EGF
in the tear film is much less than would be necessary for the wound to heal in the experimentally
observed time. This is a robust result, not sensitive
to small parameter variations, and thus we conclude
that there must be an additional source of EGF in the
wound. In contrast, both the stromal and autocrine
source terms (Figures l b and lc, respectively) do
predict healing in the experimentally observed time.
The exact value of the healing time is dependent on
the parameters in B(n) and G(n), for which we only
have order of magnitude estimates, and in the figure
we have chosen particular values to give an exact
match with the experimental healing time. The key
point is that such an exact match is possible with
experimentally realistic parameter values.
Since both the strolnal and autocrine source terms
give appropriate healing times, we must consider
whether our model is able to predict another way
of distinguishing between them, on the basis of
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Distance from centre (mm)

Distance from centre (mm)

FIGURH 1 Simulation of the healing of a 4-mm diameter corneal epithelial wound, using equations (1j, for the three different tources
of EGF &scussed in the text. Cell density and EGF concentration are plotted, as a proportion of their unwounded levels, as functions
of space along a diameter of the wound, at equal time intervals over a 37-hour period. In case (a) the source term reflects EGF
supply bp the tear fihn only; case (bj corresponds to additional supply from the underlying stroma; and case (c) represents additional
autocrine production by the epithelial cells. In (b) and (c), the simulated wound heals in the experimentally observed time, but in (a)
it does qot. The simulations are obtained by numerically solving a dimensionless version of (1). obtained via parameter estimation
and non~imensionalisation;for details, see [7,8,35].

macrosicopic experimental data. The solutions for
EGF concentration c ( x , t ) in Figure 1 show that the
obviouf approach for this is careful measurement of
the EGIF profile during healing. If the growth factor is eleased by the underlying tissue, then there
is a high level in the centre of the wound during healing, since production rates will be highest
when dell density is low, that is, in the centre of
the wo nd. Conversely, in the autocrine mechanism,
EGF c ncentration is very low in the centre of the

I

wound, ahead of the repopulating wave of epithelial
cells. Here, the maximum EGF concentration occurs
in the wound front itaelf, corresponding to intermediate levels of cell density.
There is strong experimental evidence that EGF
upregulates both cell movement and cell division.
However, the relative contributions of these two
factors to wound repair is less clear. Our model
enables this issue to be addressed, since we can
artificially remove the EGF dependence in either the
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cell movement or mitosis terms in the cell conservation equation. Simulations of these amended models
give very similar results with either the stromal and
autocrine source terms. Removal of EGF effects on
cell migration does not alter the qualitative form
of the predicted healing profile; the speed simply
decreases (at a rate approximately proportional to
the square root of the cell dispersal rate [7,8]). In
contrast, removing the dependence on EGF concentration of cell division is more significant: in particular, the characteristic post-wounding lag followed
by a linear rate of healing is lost.

EYEBALLCURVATUREANDCORNEAL
EPITHELIAL REPAIR
It has been suggested that current analysis of corneal
epithelial wound closure is misleading and inaccurate due to the simplicity of the models, particularly
with respect to the validity of using planar kinematics to model the curved surface of the cornea [19].
The model formulation above can be used to examine the role of curvature for the simple case in which
the eyeball is considered as a sphere. Letting the origin of the (r, 8, 4 ) coordinate system be the centre
of the eyeball and r the radius of the eyeball, we
assume that solutions are independent of r and the
azimuthal angle 4. Equations (1) become
(D, ( c ) n sin 8)

where R is the radius of the eyeball. Numerical
simulations of this model show that, after an initial rapid increase, the speed of the wave increases
monotonically as 8 increases but, crucially, for biologically realistic parameters, this increase is very
small. These numerical results are confirmed by analytical calculation of the wavespeed (see [9] for full
details).

DISCUSSION
Having considered the important features of ECWH
some key areas and questions for modelling investigation are summarised below.

Key Areas and Questions for Mathematical
Modelling
Cytokines
Clearly there is much scope for detailed modelling
aimed at encapturing the role of growth factors in
ECWH. One could, for example, develop models
with chemotactic or chemokinetic cell density diffusion terms, or perhaps even both. An aim of such
modelling would be in the design of alternative
in vitro experiments to distinguish between possible cell-EGF interaction mechanisms. Models could
also be developed which incorporate more than one
cytokine and which encapture possible synergistic
interactions. with the aim of summarising, interpolating and perhaps even extrapolating existing data.

Keratectomy
There is a vast amount of data on wound healing
after keratectomy which would motivate modelling
this aspect of ECWH. The first task which would
have to be addressed in such modelling is the effect
of different eye shapes. Although the constant curvature of the normal ocular surface does not effect
existing models of ECWH, the rapidly changing curvature in the vicinity of a keratectomy wound might.
However, one could model such curvature by a few
extra terms in the equations. This is completely analogous to the fact that changing form a 'plane' eye to
a spherical or even an ellipsoidal eye merely introduces 'curvature terms' in the equations. Such terms
can be quickly deduced for an arbitrary surface by
appeal to simple differential geometry.
The critical aspect of post-keratectomy ECWH is
the effect of the increased epithelial cell-substrate
interaction, as referred to above. An aim could be to
encapture the form of this interaction via hypotheses
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from the biology of migrating corneal
Given the limited differences between norpost-keratectomy ECWH, the data from
both of these scenarios would provide a unique
test of such epithelial cell-substrate hypotheses.
This, in turn, would provide valuable insight into
cell-substrate interaction modelling and could also
be incQrporated into some of the more detailed possible $CWH modelling schemes mentioned below.

Heterqgeneity
A key area for development is the modelling of
ECW@ with spatially heterogeneous initial conditions. The pattern formation of such repair is critically regulated by contact inhibition [ l l ] in the
vicinitp of colliding wave fronts of migrating epithelial on the wound bed. A crucial question is whether
tractatlle models can encapture the observed healing
patterqs and healing rates in this more complicated
scenario. Heterogeneous modelling techniques could
also bb used to investigate the hypothesised effects
of smal electromagnetic fields on cell migration and
perhals to test simple hypotheses regarding the formati00 of the spiral staining pattern.

Limbail effects on ECWH
A majpr goal for future development is to encapture
the e$ects of a finite stem cell reserve in models of ECWH. For example, work is in progress
on 1l3 models which encapture plausible stem cell
dynamics within ECWH. On completion these simple m4dels could be compared to experiments with
repeated wounding [21], designed to directly test
for a finite stem cell reserve. Generalising such
modelling to include substrate, heterogeneity and
conjuactival effects is vital for investigating important, cllinically relevant, issues in ECWH such as
limbal grafting. Within this context, such detailed
ECW* modelling could address a multitude of questions y c h as 'how much limbus needs to be grafted
recipient eye to regenerate a stable, injury
resista
Onto
t, corneal epithelium?' Attempting to embark
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on such a program will require extensive cooperation with biomedical colleagues and brings us to
arguably the most important, but most tentative, aim
of ECWH modelling. This is namely an investigation into the extent to which sophisticated modelling
can increase the efficiency of the experimental process for ECWH.

Other epithelial wound healing systems
The wound-healing response of corneal epithelium
is significantly different from that of other epithelia
because of the localisation of stem cells to the limbus. Nevertheless, many of the controversies associated with corneal epithelium are also important
for the healing of other epithelia. This includes
epidermal skin repair, despite the fact that the epidermal migration proceeds via a different, 'rolling',
mechanism [40] of cell crawling. In particular, the
role of growth factor upregulation of cell motility
and cell division is a ubiquitous controversy. In
the cornea, EGF is thought to be the main chemical mediator of epithelial repair, but in the skin,
no single factor has been identified as the major
regulator. Indeed, it remains unclear whether upregulation of a mitotic activator or downregulation of
a mitotic inhibitor is responsible for the high level
of cell division post-wounding. Previous modelling
work on this issue has suggested that changes in
wound geometry during healing may be a feasible way of distinguishing between these mechanisms [35,36].
Not all epithelia heal by cell crawling. Recently,
it has been shown [24,26] that wounds in the epidermis of chick and mouse embryos heal by a
very different, mechanical mechanism. In these systems, a cable of filamentous act in forms within
the leading layer of cells at the wound edge, as
a very rapid response to wounding. This cable is
continuous from cell to cell, and the wound heals
by contraction of the cable, which pulls the wound
edges together in a manner reminiscent of a pursestring. It remains unclear why quite different mechanisms of repair occur in adult and embryonic epidermis. The answer may lie in different growth factor
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profiles, and recent experiments have shown that
the protooncogene c-fos and transforming growth
factor-PI are expressed at the wound edge early
in embryonic epidermal repair [25]. Mathematical
modelling of embryonic epidermal repair requires
quite different types of models, reflecting the complex mechanics of epithelial sheets. One important
issue concerns the formation of the actin cable as a
response to wounding, and modelling work by Sherratt and coworkers [37-391 has shown that this may
be a relatively simple consequence of mechanical
compaction at the wound edge, coupled with autoinduced alignment of act in filaments. A quite different question concerns the way in which the actin
cable causes the wound to close, and this remains
an open challenge for modellers.
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